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Students and Alumni on the Move

Annie Hofherr TCS’05

Annie has returned to TCS and the Honors Program as a visiting faculty member. She teaches an introductory social psychology course and is the Interim Director of the Honors Program. Annie also serves as the Interim Dean of Students, overseeing student affairs, residential life, and academic support services.

Katherine Weltenspihl TCS’19

Katherine is a chemist in the Department of Chemistry. She joined the lab of Professor Jennifer Knack at TCS in 2020. Katherine’s research focuses on the development of new materials for solar energy conversion.

Taylor Ostrame TCS’20

Taylor is an interdisciplinary researcher pursuing a Ph.D. in data science at the University of Michigan. Her research focuses on using machine learning techniques to improve healthcare outcomes.

Leon Lufkin TCS’20

Leon is a physician and surgeon working in the United Kingdom. He completed his medical degree at the University of Oxford and his residency training in general surgery at the University of Cambridge.

Rebecca Meacham TCS’19, ’22

Rebecca is a medical student at the University of Rochester. She is currently researching the use of artificial intelligence in medical imaging.

Morgan McGrath TCS’19

Morgan McGrath is a recent graduate of the University of California, Berkeley. She received her Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Science and Policy.

2020 Goldwater Scholars

Ashwin Aiyer TCS’20, ’22

Ashwin is a computer science major at TCS and is the founding president of the TCS碼 Club. He was named a 2020 Goldwater Scholar for his research on machine learning and data science.
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Morgan McGrath is a recent graduate of the University of California, Berkeley. She was named a 2020 Goldwater Scholar for her research on the development of new materials for solar energy conversion.

Alumni Commencement Speaker

Krista Ann (Freego) Kleffner TCS’98

Krista Ann (Freego) Kleffner TCS’98, a business attorney, will be speaking at the 2020 Commencement ceremony. She graduated from TCS in 1998 and has since worked in various capacities in the legal profession.
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